
R82 Flamingo
Adjustable, functional  
and reuseable
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Why Flamingo?
Easily adapted, functionally superior, cost effective to reuse, offering both low and  
high level support.

Features

Comfortable, 
padded, easy to 
clean liners

Modular design & 
durable construction 
makes Flamingo ideally 
suited for reuse

Huge range of 
accessories available

Compact design – to fit 
modern bathrooms

Seat and liners slotted 
to accept hip belts 
and vests for optimal 
positioning

Posturally supportive 
seat in 4 sizes

Which Flamingo?

• What do the child need to do when in the seat?

• Toileting? bathing? Combination of both?  
For how long?

• What support is needed in the seat?

• Can the child sit Independently? Is more support needed 
at the hips, trunk, head?

• Where is the seat going to be used?

• Free standing in the bath, over the toilet, in the shower or 
a combination of these?

R82 | by Etac
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Choosing a base
Our Flamingo family is one of the most versatile products on the market with up to five 
onfigurations available. It can be used freestanding with a pan, directly over the toilet, as a 
shower chair and as a potty chair. The seat is also removable for direct mounting on a toilet 
or in a bath.

Suction cups fitting to bath (R82 Orca) 

Direct fitting to the toilet seat

Flamingo frame

Potty frame adaption

Use with a commode pan

Flamingo high-low frame

https://www.etac.com/
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From a therapist perspective 
Flamingo provides possibilities for staged development of toileting and hygiene skills. 
Helena Poulton, OT & Independent Consultant gives her opinion:

The right Flamingo for the child 

• When using as a toilet seat, support can be fully 
adjusted to find the optimum position of toileting by 
changing the angle and position ofthe hips, knees and 
feet

• Support through a contoured seat and 4 point hip belt. 
Can be integrated with accessories 

• Supportive, adjustable support to promote alignment 
and comfort so the child is safe and can enjoy bath/
shower time

• The tilt and height adjustment allows for much safer 
and easier hoisting

The right Flamingo for carers 

• Reduces number of transfers needed between 
equipment. A total hygiene solution in one chair. 
Easy to clean

• Easy to adjust while the child is in the seat between 
bathroom tasks where the hip angle and tilt in 
space often need changing for function

• Responsive foot pedals to adjust height & tilt in 
space

• Excellent manoeuvrability even in tight spaces

From a parents 
perspective

“Not only does the chair help me but it will aid 
the development of Tia’s independent bathing 

and hygiene skills...We have a smooth transition 
from shower to toilet to sink”

The Flamingo High-Low’s height adjustability function 
allows Tia’s parents to perform bathing and hygiene 
tasks at a convenient and good working position.  

Tia’s mum, Lesley tells us: 

R82 | by Etac
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New and improved Flamingo High-low
One of the most adaptable product for toileting & bathing in the market. Flamingo High-low 
is a modern and comfortable toilet/bathing chair that fits into every bathroom.

Features

Compatability
The new frame design means 
Flamingo will go lower to the 
toilet and fit an increased range 
of modern toilets 

Head support
Height and angle adjustable 
with 4 different mould shapes 
to suit individual need

Side supports 
Fixed or Swing away supports. 
Swing away option is provided 
to make washing easier when 
showering. Curved supports - 
shaped for maximum comfort 
and support

Splash guard
Soft removeable splash guard, 
also helps as a guide for midline 
positioning

Footsupport
Adjustable for optimum               
positioning and comfort

Armrests/Tray 
Padded tray offers arms 
support and swings away for 
transfers

Read more about the 
R82 Flamingo High-low on our website...

https://www.etac.com/
https://www.etac.com/products/paediatrics/toilet--bath/r82-flamingo-high-low/
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Accessories
Numerous accessory options can be chosen for the Flamingo seat. You can explore some 
of the accessories below and see the complete Flamingo seat and its range of accessory 
options on our website.

Early Intervention
The Penguin bath seat provides head and trunk 
support and freedom of movement for arms and 
legs. It has an adjustable abduction block to fit the 
individual child. 

Flamingo seat, size 1 & 2 fits in the Orca bath for 
a temporary solution for the safe bathing of young 
children. Frame can be removed for easier storage.

Back extension

Sides with upholstery

Head supports

Splash guards

Side supports

Commode pan

Armrests/tray

Vests and belts

R82 | by Etac

http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
http://www.r82.nl/producten/toilet-en-douche-/flamingo-high-low/c-23/c-74/p-219/?sku=53563#accessories
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Other related products
Mobile pediatric toilet and bath chairs shall provide children, and youngsters with special needs 
the best support and the carers a flexible, optimal working conditions in any environment.

R82 Swan

R82 Manatee

R82 Heron

The Swan is a stable and simple toilet and bathing chair 
suitable for children and youngsters.

The seat is a smooth shell, which makes it easy to clean. 
The frame and castors are stainless steel and with 
rust-proofed surfaces. The shell supports the trunk and 
shoulders and gives the user good trunk stability. The 
frame is height adjustable which is important for the 
carer to be able to use easily and tilt in space comes as 
standard.

The Manatee is constructed to provide both caregivers 
and users a wonderful bathing experience.

The bathing chair is designed to support the user to 
maintain safe sitting position. The depth of the seat can 
be adjusted, allowing the bathing chair to “grow” with the 
child and provides many years of use. The adjustments 
and accessories are logically positioned, affording the 
carer better working conditions. The Manatee is very 
lightweight and can easily be folded for storage or 
transportation.

The Heron is a state of the art toilet and bathing seat.

The simple design and clean appearance feature multiple 
functionalities that improve both the user and carer 
experience. It sets new standards for users with special 
needs for positioning. The seat is ergonomically correct, 
meaning it can be tilted and the back reclined without 
any disadvantage for the user. Clever design means that 
during recline, the anatomical pivot point at the axis 
of the hips is maintained. This provides the user more 
comfort when seated.

http://www.r82.org/products/toilet-bath-/manatee/c-23/c-74/p-199/?sku=48566
http://www.r82.org/products/toilet-bath-/heron/c-23/c-74/p-231/?sku=54450
http://www.r82.org/products/toilet-bath-/swan/c-23/c-74/p-198/?sku=48565
https://www.etac.com/
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